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Editorial

TVLSI Positioning—Continuing and Accelerating an Upward Trajectory

I. VLSI SYSTEMS: A GLANCE INTO THE LAST DECADES

Since their inception in 1970s, VLSI systems have enabled several new technological capabilities and made them accessible to an unceasingly wider range of users, reaching a scale that has been exponentially increasing over the decades [1] (see Fig. 1). Relentless integration of more complex systems has driven such remarkable evolution, as made possible by the inexorable miniaturization. As shown in Fig. 1, more functionality has been crammed in a consistently smaller form factor, as exemplified by the physical volume shrinking of computers by 100 X/decade [2], [3]. At the same time, the energy per task has been decreasing at 10–100 X/decade, as shown in Fig. 2, for several systems and system-on-chip subsystems [4]. This allowed packing more capabilities into the same power envelope, as generally observed in the electronic systems, even before the advent of the integrated circuit [5].

On the cost side, nearly doubled system complexity has been integrated in the same silicon die area at every new technology generation. This has been achieved at marginally increased cost, thanks to the cost/transistor reduction shown in Fig. 3 [1]. Although often narrowly identified with Moore’s law [6], such cost reduction trend actually transcends the CMOS technology and has started well before integrated circuits became available [7]. Indeed, this cost reduction comes from the ceaseless learning process of the semiconductor industry as a whole, from materials to devices, CAD tools, circuits, architectures, systems, algorithms, packaging, testing, and so forth. In particular, a learning rate of 55% has been historically observed from the semiconductor industry’s learning curve [1], which translates into 55% cost/transistor reduction every time the overall number of manufactured transistors is doubled worldwide (which occurs every 18 months, as shown in Fig. 3). This suggests that Moore’s law slowing down and eventual end of device scaling will not really affect the cost trend, as long as the same learning rate is preserved. In other words, the cost/transistor downscaling will be driven by more coordinated effort within our community, rather than mainly focusing on the device downsizing.

The above-mentioned evolution has initiated various decade-long technological waves, whose market growth has iteratively fueled the creation of the next wave (see Fig. 4). Starting from the mainframes and the minicomputers in the 1970s, VLSI systems have made personal computing available to an unprecedented wide range of nonprofessional users in the 1980s. Portability and networking have driven the semiconductor market in the 1990s. Wireless communications and mobile platforms have triggered another wave in 2000s, which has culminated in the unprecedented development of cloud intelligence in the 2010s, and the synergistic diffusion of smartphones as clients. Cloud intelligence and its ubiquitous accessibility have enabled beyond-human capabilities in terms of both scale and quality. Cloud intelligence has indeed outperformed human abilities in several fields, such as speech recognition [8], image recognition [9], gaming [10], certain types of medical diagnosis [11], and, even, machine learning model development [12], among others. However, these cloud capabilities are not available to the standalone devices when connectivity or wireless communication bandwidth is limited or when the power consumption associated with the wireless data transfer to the cloud cannot be afforded by the device.

The impact of the above-mentioned technological changes is well depicted by the significant shift in the list of top-10 U.S. companies by market capitalization in the last decade. This list now favors the companies that are delivering services based on the cloud intelligence rather than mere goods and reaching users at a ten-figure scale [13].

II. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS AND THE ROLE OF OUR TVLSI COMMUNITY: A GLANCE INTO THE NEXT DECADE

A. Technology Trends

The decade ahead is likely to drive architectural decentralization and redistribution of cloud intelligence in all respects, both in the physical world and in the cyber world [1] (see Fig. 4). Decentralization and redistribution entail the enablement of autonomous behavior toward the edge, as fueled by local sensing, physical data sensemaking, decision making, actuation, communication/interaction, security/trustworthiness,
Fig. 2. Exponential trend in the energy reduction per task for various systems and subsystems [4] (energy/instruction in computers, energy/sample in digital signal processors, energy/FLOP in GPUs, energy/conversion in analog–digital converters, and energy/bit in the RF transceivers).

Fig. 3. Exponentially decreasing trend in the cost/transistor, thanks to the exponential increase in the cumulative number of manufactured transistors and 55% learning rate throughout the whole semiconductor industry [1].

Fig. 4. General technological trends and evolution of capabilities of the VLSI systems.

and more heterogeneous integration. As few examples, such process of decentralizing and redistributing capabilities will be instrumental in the following:

1) making the Internet of Things a reality at scale;
2) managing transactions with distributed ledgers (e.g., blockchain, not limited to cryptocurrency);
3) making cars truly autonomous, connected, and collaborative;
4) enhancing the human body with new capabilities with augmented senses and powers (e.g., wearable augmented reality, multiscale vision with the ability to zoomed-in view, or abstract elements in complex scenes);
5) making intelligent and assistive robots part of our daily life;
6) incorporating on-chip machine intelligence and learning;
7) integrating intelligent and proactive biomedical devices;
8) sharing goods and services more responsibly, fairly and efficiently (sharing economy), and progressively decoupling socioeconomic progress from the intensive use of resources, and many others.

From a timescale viewpoint, such intelligence along with its physical root is expected to be directed toward the nearly immediate response to events or queries (i.e., low latency in a broad sense, not confined to communications [14]). In addition, this will progress toward more predictive, proactive, and personalized frameworks, where the demand for services, goods, or physical actuation is driven by the context, rather than being explicitly requested by the individual user. In other words, devices and services will “avoid pushing buttons,” and will instead provide answers and take actions based on the expected demand, rather than waiting for explicit request. This will call for tremendous progress in natural human–technology interaction and allow further shrinkage of systems whose form factor is currently limited by the user interface (e.g., wearables). Such a level of technology proactivity will require constant user context awareness, as enabled by the distributed sensing and its convergence with more traditional human interaction in the cyber world (e.g., social media and web recommendations).

The above-mentioned trends are expected to drive an even stronger demand for more advanced cloud intelligence at an even more abstract level of semantic understanding of data and users. In the end, the cloud will play an even stronger role than in the past in stitching data into a cohesive “big picture” for larger-scale data understanding, knowledge creation, taking appropriate, and immediate actions in the physical world.

In summary, applications will impel a more distributed nature of intelligence, sensing, actuation, communication, and security, along with unprecedented responsiveness and prediction abilities at all scales (i.e., from energy-frugal to energy-intensive integrated systems). Thanks to their key role in the enablement of the above-mentioned capabilities, VLSI systems have a bright future ahead.
B. Role of Our TVLSI Community

Enabling the above-mentioned new capabilities will clearly demand for further fundamental advances in VLSI systems, at a larger scale than in the past. VLSI systems will be pushed toward an unprecedented range of performance, energy efficiency, form factor, cost, and scale. Such advances will be needed to continue (and possibly accelerate) the historical scaling trends in Section I. Due to the limited energy and performance gains offered by technology scaling, such advances will need a more coordinated effort at all levels of abstraction, rather than traditionally relying mostly on the device shrinkage.

VLSI systems will be more relevant than ever from an application perspective and pose even harder challenges that make innovation even more important than in the past. This creates obvious opportunities (e.g., room for new exciting ideas and market creation/expansion), challenges (e.g., relentless and cross-disciplinary innovation), and responsibilities (e.g., being highly relevant to global challenges and leading the change). Innovation in the VLSI systems has certainly changed the world in the recent and less recent past and will continue to do so in the foreseeable future.

As a community, we have the power and the responsibility to sustain and strengthen the transformational impact of ideas that translate into faster, more energy efficient, economical, and pervasive VLSI systems. To meet the above-mentioned expectations from our society, a well-coordinated effort of our community is needed more than ever, from materials for semiconductors to modeling and design methodologies, verification, integration/packaging, testing, circuits, architectures, systems, algorithms, and so on. In other words, we are all asked to step out of our comfort zone of our traditional domain of expertise (e.g., level of abstraction) and explore the boundaries and the interactions with other domains.

In view of its systems’ nature, TVLSI is a natural venue to share and breed ideas that transcend the traditional boundaries of domains of expertise. Accordingly, TVLSI will need to keep evolving and transforming to serve our community and society at best and contribute to drive this change.

III. Our TVLSI Journal: Trajectory in the Years to Come

Starting my term as Editor-in-Chief of TVLSI in 2019, I feel the responsibility to rethink and reassess the role of our journal. I take the opportunity of this first editorial to share some of the prospective changes and initiatives that will hopefully contribute to make TVLSI stronger, more impactful, and ultimately a change driver.

Quality will be the main driver of all aspects of journal operations, both on the inside and the outside, as will be discussed in the following. Regarding the journal positioning and identity, we will reinforce the unique role of TVLSI at the crossroad of the three different communities (and related IEEE societies) that it engages: the Circuits and Systems Society (CASS), the Computer Society (CS), and the Solid-State Circuits Society (SSCS). Being TVLSI about systems, it indeed amalgamates the contribution from three different and complementary angles.

1) CASS [15]: Theory, analysis, design, implementation of circuits, and their application to systems and signal processing, among others.
2) CS [16]: Computer organization and architectures, software systems and communication protocols, specification/design/verification/testing methods, and aspects related to reliability, security, and testability, among others
3) SSCS [17]: Circuit techniques and the state-of-the-art silicon demonstrations, systems design, modeling, technology, and testing that relate directly to the integrated design, among others.

TVLSI focuses on the systems and the overlap between the above-mentioned three areas, including across-level innovation at the boundary of circuits, architectures, and systems, including enabling emerging technologies from novel devices to system integration and packaging, as well as design/simulation/verification/testing methodologies. Experimental demonstrations (e.g., ASICs and field-programmable gate arrays) will be definitely encouraged, and simulation validation will be welcomed for approaches when no fabrication process is available or when the proposed ideas can be credibly and solidly demonstrated without resorting to experimental validation. Theoretical work with adequate demonstration will also be highly valued, including modeling aspects (e.g., device–circuit and circuit–architecture cosimulation) and design methodologies (e.g., automated design, with an emphasis on the interaction of multiple levels of abstraction).

To improve the quality of service, the turnaround time of the review process will be further shortened to meet the widely perceived need for more immediate impact, narrowing the gap between traditional journals and electronic preprint repositories. For regular papers, the targeted average turnaround time from submission to decision will be cut down to seven weeks, thanks to the laudable and explicit commitment of the entire Editorial Board that I would like to deeply thank.

Brief papers will be revamped as high-quality publications with innovation that can be described in a concise manner and published with a shorter turnaround time (six-week maximum turnaround time and shorter, on average). This will make briefs a the compelling publication venue in areas that are rapidly developing while maintaining the rigor and the quality of the selection through a full review process, as opposed to the electronic preprint repositories.

As another initiative to make journal issues more cohesive and compelling, their table of contents will be organized by aggregating the papers with similar topics in the same issue, instead of scattering them across different contiguous issues. This aims to fill the existing gap between regular (papers in the same area are scattered across issues, continuous publication) and special issues (papers in the same area are aggregated, publication is sparse in time). This will be achieved at no impact on the publication schedule, as the early
diffusion through IEEE Xplore will maintain the very same timeline.

New services will be delivered to the readers by leveraging the social media to distill the journal contents (e.g., newsletter with recently published papers) in a personalized fashion. This will foster stronger impact and the expansion of the journal in the fast-growing IEEE Regions. Excellence will be recognized and nurtured by Best Associate Editors and Best Reviewers Awards on an annual basis, which will be made official through the TVLSI webpage and newsletters.

The impact of TVLSI will be further enhanced through regularly invited keynote papers from leaders in our community and industry, to take stock of the advances in areas of broad interest, or to introduce new and highly promising areas. Impact will be also pursued through synergy with other journals and the IEEE societies, via joint thematic issues that reach out to multiple communities in areas of common interest across journals and societies.

TVLSI will also actively promote the publication of papers incorporating supplemental materials to progressively go beyond the traditional articles based on the solely textual and graphical form. Supplemental materials will be in the form of graphical abstracts [18], models and algorithms in the form of software code and scripts to improve the reusability and verifiability [19], benchmarks, and data sets for improved result replicability [20] (e.g., training and test data, classification results, design results, and reports), and other multimedia files, such as videos [21] (e.g., demonstration and testing setup description). Supplemental materials are the additional citable assets for the authors, hence increasing the impact and the visibility of the publications. To recognize the effort in the exploration of such media, strong articles with particularly interesting supplemental materials will be acknowledged in the TVLSI website and newsletters.

Further initiatives are on the way, thanks to the valuable contribution of the entire Editorial Board.
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